
1. No screws other than Simpson SDS screws may be used to fasten hangers.
2. All bolts must have washers, and shall not be overdriven.
3. If using engineered lumber, a span table must be submitted with application.
4. Multiple worksheets may be provided for separate portions of deck.
5. A water proof GFCI receptacle is required to serve new decks.

Railing style_________

Spindles may not allow the passage
of a 4" sphere and must resist 200 lb
load

Joist Size 2"x__" _Spacing____ 
Longest span_____'-_____"

Ledger size 2"x___" 

Anchor Style_________ 
Anchor Spacing_______ 

Lateral Connector_________

Or Freestanding:

# of Beam Members _______ 
Size of members 2"x _____" 
Total span___'-___" 
Longest span___'-___" 
Other___________________

Width of this portion of the deck___'-___" Length From House___'-___" Height___'-___"
Will you need to make a new opening, or widen and existing opening in the house________ 
If yes, a separate drawing with headers and tributary area details must be provided.

If steps are provided, how many are there ____  How wide are the steps ___'-___" 
Tread depth ____ "Riser height____ "What is the stringer(support) spacing____

Railing Height _____"

# of Beam Members _______
Size of members 2" x      ___"
Total span___'-___"Longest span___'-___" 
Other_________________________

Column size ____"x____"
# of Columns _____
Spacing of columns ___'-___"

Square Footing Width____"
Footing Depth____"
or
Round Footing Diameter____"
 Footing Depth____"

"O.C.
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